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Chapter 28 -  

028. Had taken a liking to her 

Just as she was speaking, a notification sound of a new message came from the mailbox. 

Xiao Zhao opened it and was amused, she handed it to Ding Shan. “Sister Shan, look. He said that he saw 

that we had read it. He solemnly promised that the real CEO of Star Entertainment, Yin Hui, would 

personally invite Miss Ding to meet and negotiate. He even attached a selfie! Sister Shan, he’s so funny. 

Hahaha.” In the photo, Yin Hui sat in the spacious office and smiled as he made a “Yay.”. 

Ding Shan also smiled. “Then let’s meet him to hear his thoughts.” 

Xiao Zhao was surprised. “Ah? Sister Shan, he’s not a bad person. He’s famous in the industry for being 

silly and sweet, but he’s silly because he doesn’t have the brains to invest. His taste is extremely bad. 

We can’t go along with him just because he’s funny.” 

Ding Shan thought quietly. 

Xiao Zhao continued to persuade her, “And the variety show he invited, the first-ever creative talent 

show, sounds unreliable. There are too many talents shows nowadays, so it’s hard to have any topic to 

talk about.” 

Ding Shan smiled slightly. “If there’s no topic, then create a topic. The first-ever variety show of the 

movie Queen, Ding Shan, will make her debut after a month of silence. How about this topic?” 

Xiao Zhao exclaimed, “Sister Shan, are you planning to do it?” 

Ding Shan smiled mysteriously. “Let’s contact him for a face-to-face interview first. If it’s really good, I’m 

happy to reach a win-win situation with him. With me around, I’m confident that any show will be 

popular all over the country.” 

Xiao Zhao was infected by Ding Shan’s confidence. She was inexplicably very curious about Yin Hui’s 

plan. Following Ding Shan’s arrangements, she contacted Yin Hui and agreed on the location of the face-

to-face interview. 

Sitting in the office, Yin Hui was playing with his phone. He was in an extremely good mood as he turned 

his chair around. He could not wait to call Xiang Hong. “Old Xiang! I’m preparing to do something big! 

Quick, Guess. If you guess correctly, you’ll get a prize!” 

Xiang Hong was busy reviewing the company’s documents and did not have the time to play guessing 

games with Yin Hui. “If you have something to say, say it. If there’s nothing else, then disappear.” 

Yin Hui was not bothered by him at all. He was still in a particularly good mood. “I told you to play coy 

with me. We’re brothers. Of course, I understand. You met such a smart and thoughtful brother in me, 

yet you still don’t cherish him. Be nice to me!” 



Xiang Hong took a deep breath, and answered coldly, “If you’re free, I’ll have a good chat with Uncle Yin 

and send you to South America to explore the primeval forest instead of causing trouble here. I’m very 

busy.” After saying that, he was about to hang up. 

“Hey! Wait a minute!” Yin Hui rushed to shout, “You’re too cruel. My father is currently putting out a 

bounty on me. If I don’t succeed this time, I’ll be sent to the border.” 

Xiang Hong thought of his miserable state and smiled unkindly. 

Yin Hui continued, “I’ve made ample preparations this time. I have to thank you for reminding me. If I 

have the addition of ‘The nation’s Daughter’ and ‘The Little Angel of the World’, I won’t have to worry 

about not having people watching my variety show!” 

Xiang Hong replied coldly, “What are you talking about? What did I remind you of?” 

Yin Hui said happily, “Ding Shan. She has always been called the national daughter. You should know 

this, right? On the day you came to visit me, her interview was posted on the Internet and she had a 

new title. She was praised as ‘The Nation’s Daughter’ and ‘The little angel of the human world’. Didn’t 

you take a fancy to her? Don’t you care about her at all?” 

Xiang Hong paused the pen in his hand and was stunned for a moment. He looked up at the left side of 

the table. There was a pile of unprocessed documents there, and among them was the information 

about Ding Shan that he had not finished reading that day. 

Xiang Hong retracted his gaze and continued to process the documents. He replied to Yin Hui 

indifferently, “Which brain of yours analyzed the retarded information and said that I took a fancy to 

her?” 

Yin Hui chuckled. “You’re so obnoxious. That day, I was wondering what you meant when you said that 

sentence. In the end, my clever little brain analyzed it and guessed it. Aren’t you just hinting at me? I 

understand everything. It doesn’t matter if you don’t admit it!” 

Xiang Hong’s lips curled into a noncommittal smile. He did not want to continue the conversation. “Are 

you done? Don’t disturb my work. You can look for whoever you want. It has nothing to do with me.” 

Yin Hui was already used to it, he said to himself, “I’m going to discuss the contract with the little angel 

now. If I sign it, I have to do my job well. Don’t reject me. I’m also helping your little angel. Killing two 

birds with one stone. I’m going to become the President of the leading entertainment company. This is 

my move! I’ll contact you again if there’s good news! Bye!” 

 


